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Broad Application Experience
Turnkey Electrical Integration
Building Design Expertise
Superb Customer Support



Interlocking Metal Buildings
Built with interlocking sheet metal, our Industrial Metal Buildings are ideally suited for a wide array of petrochemical, 
oil & gas, power transmission and power distribution applications, including but not limited to control rooms, analyzer 
houses, command centers, marshalling and switchgear buildings, pump and metering houses and countless other 
applications where a high strength structure is required to endure years of service in the harshest environments imaginable.

Our Products

Fiberglass Buildings
Industrial Duty Fiberglass Shelters, also known as FRP buildings, are tough and durable monolithic structures, formed from 
the finest materials available.  Our fiberglass shelters are constructed entirely from industrial rated non-organic materials to 
achieve maximum endurance. Built in a broad range of sizes, Parkline Fiberglass Shelters are ideally suited for a wide array 
of specialized applications, including but not limited to chill water tower control rooms, waste water pumping stations and 
pipeline metering houses, control or analyzer rooms and auxiliary buildings in facilities that have predominately corrosive 
environments contain elements such as h2s, sulfuric acids and ammonia.

Build Options

Blast Resistant Buildings
Parkline produces blast resistant buildings, shelters, houses and rooms to withstand or contain the dynamic and concussive 
forces of blasts and explosions, extreme heat, flame and smoke created by fires, excessive noise levels, and blunt force of 
projectiles that structures are subjected to within industrial and commercial facilities and combative situations. Our buildings 
can also be designed to resist the brutal natural forces of sustained seismic events or earthquakes, hurricanes and tornados.

Fully IntegratedBasic Integration

Factory AssemblyField Assembly

Parkline offers you the choice of BASIC or FULLY INTEGRATED turnkey electrical buildings. We also give you the flexibility 
to choose field assembled or factory-assembled building construction. With so many options, it is easy to see why Parkline 
is the right choice for your next industrial building project. The Parkline team is knowledgeable and can help you decide the 
best construction program: field or factory assembled, basic or fully integrated.

Parkline sets the standard in ON-SITE INSTALLATIONS. Our vast network of installation crews handle the job from start to 
finish. We walk you step-by-step through the process to make sure your expectations are not only met, but exceeded in every 
way. On-site assembly requires no expensive equipment to erect your building, saving time and money.

Parkline’s FACTORY-ASSEMBLED modular buildings provide convenience and substantially-reduced downtime. Parkline 
units are guaranteed to fit your on-site measurements, and come complete with all necessary components and state 
certifications.  We deliver your completed building “plug-in” ready, and all factory assemblies happen in our modern, controlled 
environment facilities. We take Made In The USA seriously and we use the highest quality materials, from our screws to our 
steel. We deliver superb service with our Parkline-trained pros.



Parkline Headquarters 
Phone: (800) 786-4855
Plant: 328 Industrial Park Dr, Eleanor, WV 25070 
Mailing: P.O. Box 65, Winfield, WV 25213

www.parkline.com

Total Solution 

Metering, Measurement & MCC Buildings
Substation Control Buildings
Switchgear + Distribution + Control Buildings
Pump, Fire Control & Municipal Water

In-house team licensed civil engineers
Sealed permit drawings; state labels
Energy + design calculations
All Parkline buildings meet IBC requirements

Utility & electrical design expertise
Low + medium voltage power distribution & control
AC + DC power
Fire + smoke alarm systems

Skilled project managers + veteran estimators
Pre-project job site inspections
Design + specifications guidance and direction
Timely status reports including detailed photos

Parkline is a trusted power distribution system integrator for EPC’s, utilities, petrochemical, pipeline and industrial end users.  
Trust the Parkline team to design and build your next industrial building!
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